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A’udhu Billahi Minash Shaitanir Rajeem Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem
Alhamdulillah always a reminder for myself that the tarooqs and tariqas
and the ways of spirituality everything is based on an energy and Allah
(AJ) knows the condition of his servants and whom He inspires His
servants to sit with them, either to build their energy and to reach where
Allah (AJ) wants them to reach or to be cured by their energy. Means the
greatest gift that Allah (AJ) can give, not all the other side items that
everybody keeps asking for. But, Alhamdulillah it’s qudra. Ya Rabbi, I’m

not asking to see anything, I’m not asking for all these other items and
desires that come into my heart but send your divine qudra, send your
divine lights upon my soul that your rida and satisfaction to be dressed

upon me, Ya Rabbi Allah. If Allah (AJ) accept and begin to send the faiz
from Atiullaha to atiur Rasul  ﷺmeans the permission from Prophet ﷺ
will begin and the faiz from the heart of Sayyidina Muhammad ﷺ, like a
satellite dish will begin to emanate upon the faces and the heart of
Awliyaullah. Wherever that servant is that emanation will reach to them

and this is the reality of faiz. It is like the secret of the photon of the sun;

it’s everywhere. It’s lacking no loss in any connectivity. So, now they are
going to release unto this earth a 5G signal that they want to increase
their frequency upon the earth, those whom are of a spiritual nature
understand every symbolism that’s coming, and shaytan wants to fill the

earth with his signals. But unfortunately, the satanic signal when it begin
to broadcast too strong, it begins to flip everybody’s wires. Every brain
will have difficulty, every heart will be dysfunctioning, every type of
energy and difficulty begin to hit upon the servant because they are not
sheltered from that reality. shaytan saying ‘You bet, my signal will reach
everyone.’ And what I can do with that frequency is even enter into your

cellular structure and all your atoms with this energy and begin to
manipulate the energy of insan. So, in those days they want us to
understand is we become closer towards the end of this dunya,

everything goes back to its origin. Means that every emanation and every
form is based on an energy and the only way to improve your energy is
we go a little bit lower is going to be based on the sound that you make
and that you resonate.
[Music]
Welcome to Century 21 Triple-A Realty. We specialize in commercial and
residential properties including all your financing needs. We are one stop
shop, under one roof. Owning a home is a keystone of wealth, both
financial and emotional. Don’t wait for opportunity – create it! Come meet
our award winning realtors with over 40 years of experience. Call Century
21 Triple-A Realty.
[Music]
Are you ever searching for what Zikr to recite for a particular situation or
what prayer to make for an event or need? The search is over, we bring
to you through the Muhammadan Way app an all-encompassing Islamic
guide. A platform where you can find all the Surahs from Holy Qur’an,
special Du’as and prayers as well as live Zikrs and comprehensive Islamic
teachings from world-renowned scholars. Download this powerful app now
and keep up to date with in-app notifications. Available for download on
IOS and Android.
[Music]
Any type of difficulty coming to us, People want to call shaytan and jinns

and this and etcetera, every type of magic just go back to an energy. An
energy is coming towards you, if you are not able to shield yourself. That
energy begins to hit you and begin the waswas and whisperings and

everything. And they come into our lives and teach us then the only way
to shield and build your energy is that you have to increase your
frequency.

That’s why then all Awliyaullah, they were taught that the

single most important act that they do is zikrullah. Your salah is zikrullah,

you’ll have to mention Allah’s name when you’re praying. Your Azan is
zikrullah. But by mentioning Allah’s name, by praising upon the reality of
Sayyidina Muhammad ﷺ, you are changing the entire frequency of your

being. If you have difficulty, increase your zikr. If you are not doing any
zikr, you are practically dead. You are under full attack and you won’t

survive what’s coming. You will see people running on the streets with no
mind and the dua in Dala’il al-Khayrat is Ya Rabbi, protect me from

oppressive people, protect me from people who have no magz, they have
no brain, they are not functioning. Means immense difficulty begin to

emanate upon this earth with these energies and what we are in need of
is to build our energy and the only way to build the energy for ourselves
in our own prescription at home is zikrullah. When you say ‘Allah’, what
does that have as a power? Can it even be imagined? Can you weigh the

name of Allah (AJ) and can anybody tell me what its value will be? It’s
impossible to understand. So, means in zikr when we say Allahumma Salli

Ala Sayyidina Muhammad we ala alai Sayyidina Muhammad ﷺ, you
have covered everyone whom Allah (AJ) is happy with in that salawat,

praised upon Allah (AJ). What type of value does that come onto the soul?
What type of energies the angels are bringing? What type of nazar and
gaze from these holy souls that you just praised upon them and send a

blessing upon them, what type of nazar now they put upon us. With their
attention, their nazar comes with a qudra and a power. It means anyone

deficient in their energy and having difficulties, a sign is increase your
zikr, increase your Darood, increase your salawats. That put within your
home the playing of Dalail al-Khayrat and the salawats on Sayyidina

Muhammad ﷺ. We have a Soundcloud account, we have a free playlist,
play it in your home on a laptop all day long. You’re home, you’re not
home, make your home a maqam. Not a maqam for shaytan, where you

do every bad thing, watch every bad show, watch every bad music. Every
time you turn your stereo on, there are demons coming with that song.
That’s why they made it and a song was at a low frequency and when you
Google ‘Illuminati’ and the record industry, their record producers tell that
we used to burn records, take them for a satanic worshipping, put a
prayer upon that record and then release it. Isn’t that the opposite of the
zikr?
 the shaykhs are teaching you about zikr, not about the bad sounds.
The bad, the sounds of bad words and bad actions, bad thoughts, bad

characteristics. As soon as you play it, it brings a being into the
environment, if you are not strong enough to hit the being and send him
out, he’s there, he’s staying and just coming in more, more. Then turn
TV, is coming out 5G, they can get faster into your house than what’s
coming now. That’s why they’re inspiring to increase the speed. We don’t
wanna come slowly into their homes and into their brain and into their
being, we want to come full speed ahead.
[Music]
Knowledge, quality, integrity. STAR cares about your best interests, and
have a wealth of experience to match. We’ve been in the business thirty
years, and are here to lead you every step of the way, whether it’s
building the custom home of your dreams, doing gorgeous home
renovations, building a laneway home, or revamping your commercial
space. The STAR process works. Just ask our hundreds of satisfied
customers. We have several properties, and the best thing about STAR
For Life services, is that the work is done in a very timely manner, and
we’re always very pleased with the result. STAR. Let’s make your dreams
happen. Call us now to book your free consultation.
[Music]
‘Rising Sun of the West’ is an essential spiritual guidebook, filled with
invaluable knowledge of the elements within our cosmos. The author

guides the student through a comprehensive program of spiritual
development, and journeys tot he divine’s most powerful sun of all
universes, Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. These
symbols of guidance lead us on the path to enlightenment, and by
applying the disciplines of the star, the willing seeker can unlock hidden
realities of the soul. It is ultimately through their guiding light, that the
student transcends life on earth, and moves towards realizing true cosmic
awareness. Available worldwide at Amazon.com!
[Music]
Every time they turn these devices, all these things are coming in. They
come into the room, they come into the house, they come into the ears
and into the heart of insan. So, what Allah (AJ) gave to us, make your

wudu, make your salah, make your zikr. All of these practices bring a

tremendous energy that begin to push out whatever unwanted creatures
came, what Prophet  ﷺprescribed? Call Azan l oud in your home. It was

a defense for anything that’s lying in the house. Play the Dalail
al-Khayrat, play the zikrs, play the Holy Qur’an in the house, play Surat

al-Baqarah in the house. All of this is an energy teaching and you’ll be
surprised how little people actually practice it and they have difficulties,

they have pains, they have sicknesses, everything. It means that first you
increase the salawats, then you fortify your home with the calligraphy,

the praisings, Ayat al-Quran al-Kareem, then play within the home all of

these salawats and Darood e-Sharif. So, that the house becomes an

angelic maqam, the holy beings, they come for the sound and the
praisings, to come and pray there and you put a nice area for your salah,

the carpet is out. Everything is beautiful, there’s a candle, everything and
the angels and Awliya will come to pray in that location so, that the house
becomes sanctified. And when they sit on these associations and when
the broadcast is beginning, they’re asking for madad and support. They’re

asking that Ya Rabbi, dress me from the light and the energy and these

Awliyaullah, as soon as they broadcast their soul is moving everywhere.
With the Ayat al-Kareem, that say when the truth comes and the false

perishes. Means this light of Haqq begin to emanate everywhere like a

laser and like swords and moving on everyone and every truth as it
moves it by its nature eliminates every falsehood cause the falsehood
doesn’t stay in the presence of that light and begin to emanate and to hit,
to hit. Means that you can’t come, invite the zikr into your home, play the

zikr loud inside the house. There are beings coming through the zikrs to
enter into the homes and to begin to clean and they clean the association.
If you’re sick and not well and the zikr’s conducting hold your hand where
your sickness is and say Ya Rabbi send an energy and the qudra and the

light into that region, into that area and grant me a shifa and healing

from the barakah of this zikr, this khatm and this Darood e-Sharif and
salawat on Sayyidina Muhammad ﷺ. Zikr hu-shafas wa Isma hu-dawas,
that your remembrance is my healing and your names are my medicine.
I’m not in need of anything else, Ya Rabbi. If the whole world comes to

destroy me, if Allah loves you, they can’t do nothing to you. And most
shaykhs have been thrown out of everything, they’ve been thrown out of
homes, they’ve been thrown out of cars, they’ve been thrown out of
planes. Every type of difficulty came into their life, many have tried to
destroy them, but they’re still standing. Allah loves you. If you’re good
with Allah (AJ) let them come but if you’re not good with Allah (AJ), you
don’t need anything; every ant will come into your home, every difficulty
come into your home. Allah will send all his creatures to come into your
home, he doesn’t even need big things to come, every difficulty Allah will
say that you’re now their sustenance. Make all the creatures come to go
after that servant, he doesn’t even need big servants to come. Means
everything with us is about energy. Every protection for us, InshaAllah in
these days is energy. Increase the zikrs, increase the salawats, that focus
that energy onto areas that are sick. Focus that energy, focus that reality

and know that their lights are emanating and pulsating out and these
lights come into the soul, begin to build the qudra, build the energy of the

soul, build the ability of the soul so that one day that soul can also begin
to push out all sorts of difficulties. We pray that Allah (AJ) inspire us more
and more towards the understandings of qudra and energy and that Allah
(AJ) grant us from those lights and those blessings, InshaAllah. Subhana

rabbika rabbal ‘izzati ‘amma yasifoon, wa salaamun ‘alal mursaleen,
walhamdulillahi rabbil ‘aalameen. Bi hurmati Muhammad al-Mustafa wa bi
siri Surat al-Fatiha.
[Music]
[Music Video]
‘Rising Sun of the West’ is an essential spiritual guidebook, filled with
invaluable knowledge of the elements within our cosmos. The author
guides the student through a comprehensive program of spiritual
development, and journeys tot he divine’s most powerful sun of all
universes, Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. These
symbols of guidance lead us on the path to enlightenment, and by
applying the disciplines of the star, the willing seeker can unlock hidden
realities of the soul. It is ultimately through their guiding light, that the
student transcends life on earth, and moves towards realizing true cosmic
awareness. Available worldwide at Amazon.com!
[Music]

